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Thin/Fine Hair Consultation and Scalp Analysis: 
30 minutes with a specialist to discuss your hair history and desired look. Using a Nioscope to magnify the hair 
shaft up to 200 times, the stylist will analyze your hair density, growth pattern, medical diagnosis/medications and 
daily routine to develop a plan to achieve optimum hair health, new growth and the option of real and synthetic 
hair pieces to add volume and/or length. $60 (Must be paid at time of booking)

Scalp Renew Treatment: 
A dermabrasion treatment is an anti-aging treatment to help regenerate and revitalize scalp skin through 
exfoliation, acting like a facial for the scalp. Scalp Renew is a cosmetic hair treatment that removes build-up on the 
scalp to help restore it to a good condition by accelerating skin surface regeneration by up to 34% compared to 
untreated skin. Recommended every 45-60 days. $45 added on to a haircut, color or blow dry service. 

Thin or Fine Haircut: 
A thorough consultation with a specialist, a thickening shampoo with relaxing scalp massage, a precision cut and 
style. You will also receive product education regarding the latest technology that allows you to achieve maximum 
hair & scalp health, volume and a finished look every day.  $75

Thin or Fine Hilight: 
At your appointment, a Color and Thinning Hair Specialist will apply hilights or lowlights to add dimension to 
flatter your features and brighten your look. Perfectly placed color will add depth to create a more voluminous 
appearance. This service also includes a customized glaze to achieve desired tone and ultimate shine and is 
finished with a blow dry. $165
 
 Thin or Fine Hilight + Haircut: $190

Thin or Fine Blowout: 
Cleanse your scalp to remove follicle clogging sebum, enjoy a relaxing head massage, a thickening shampoo and 
the ultimate finish, by a specialist, to achieve maximum density and volume. $60

Hairpiece/Wig/Extension Consultation: 
Visit with a certified Wig & Extension expert about how hair pieces can cover bald spots, add fullness, create 
length and more. We have hundreds of options available in real human hair and synthetic blends. $45
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